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SAFETYKLEEN ADOPTS POWER MANAGEMENT
COCKPIT® FOR SALES IMPROVING EFFICIENCY

THE CONTEXT
Safetykleen is the world’s leading provider of washing

The company operates in 11 European countries, in

application services. Founded in 1973 and with

employees, and provides services and solutions for

services for parts, surface treatments and chemical

almost 50 years of experience, it offers a wide range
of solutions to meet its customers’ needs.

addition to Brazil, China, and Turkey with over 2,500

parts cleaning and environmental support to a wide
variety of customers from different sectors.
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THE CHALLENGE
Since the invention of the first parts washer, “a sink mounted on a drum,” Safetykleen has consistently innovated to
offer safer and more environmentally friendly systems. Within this spirit of innovation is the constant search for the
best business solutions, to provide a better commercial efficiency and a positive impact on sales.

Since the invention of the first parts washer, “a sink

mounted on a drum,” Safetykleen has consistently
innovated to offer safer and more environmentally

friendly systems. Within this spirit of innovation is the
constant search for the best business solutions, to

provide a better commercial efficiency and a positive
impact on sales.

Safetykleen understands that managers need tools
to control, monitor and anticipate their business.

With this context setting in mind, Safetykleen
challenged Singularity Digital Enterprise to present a

dynamic and interactive solution capable of providing
indicators and compiling analytical and management

information, with the primary objective of making the
analysis and decision-making process more efficient.

This solution would have to comprehensively and

efficiently aggregate Safetykleen’s leading sales indicators, which were spread across multiple data sources,

onto a single platform and at the same time keeping
the information dynamically updated.

In this case, the company had 4 different data sources,
with a need for standardization and data quality

assessment to later validate the KPIs uniformly with the
Safetykleen management team.
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THE SOLUTION
After analyzing this challenge through a Design Thinking methodology with a people-centered approach to innovation

and where user needs, technological implementation and business requirements are integrated, the Singularity Digital

Enterprise team proposed the following: to develop a Power Management Cockpit® for Sales, one of the variants of
Singularity’s proprietary solution - the Power Management Cockpit®.

The main benefits of the Power Management Cockpit® for Sales are:

•
•
•
•

Manage and control business through meaningful data and rich visualizations
Support informed business decisions

Overview and explore new business insights

The entire management team uses the same KPI’s and Data Feeds - “Data Trust.”

As such, the solution had to consider the following technical challenges:

•

Develop a middleware capable of daily data detail, operational and historical data to ensure an adequate aggregation

•
•

Develop an analytical and management model, ensuring data quality and an efficient automation process;

with other channels;

Create a customized view with an architecture that would provide the best user-experience, according to their
intended usability and navigation preferences.
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RESULTS AND BENEFITS
With the implementation of the Power Management Cockpit® for Sales, an information reference architecture was established,
and regular data-collection processes were implemented. This significantly reduced the time needed for dynamic KPI
searches, exploring information on the platform and quick access to historical data.

Additionally, new insights became available, such as a quick and detailed comparison between metrics and analysis
periods, new comparison options, seller rankings by category, sale forecasts and better data availability frequency.

Safetykleen’s management team finally started working with an integrated view of different datasets. The ability to export
data and automated calculations resulted in greater efficiency in sales and work carried out by the company’s commercial
department. The work and solution implemented had a direct and positive impact on SafetyKleen’s business.

“The Power Management Cockpit® applied to Safetykleen’s reality is having a high

impact on the company’s performance in Portugal. Today we control all Safetykleen’s
Sales and Marketing activity with the Power Management Cockpit®. For this we

collect data from our CRM, ERP, Contact Center, and a specific market database that we
acquired for this purpose. One of the benefits we have achieved is having, in the same

solution in a simple way, the relevant sales performance indicators and the detail to
monitor our operation in Portugal.”

Pedro Pinheiro
MD Portugal & Middle East, Safetykleen Portugal
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ABOUT
SINGULARITY
DIGITAL
ENTERPRISE

Singularity Digital Enterprise was created in 2016 to transform organizations’ data into

ABOUT
SAFETYKLEEN

Safetykleen is the world’s leading provider of parts washing, surface treatment, and chemical

competitive advantages for the business, with products and services developed through Data
Science, AI, and Machine Learning. In 2019, Singularity DE created its Power BI & AI Competence

Center to develop specialized projects based on the Microsoft Power Platform. Singularity DE
has a robust client portfolio, including the largest Portuguese accounts.

application services. Founded in 1973, with nearly 50 years of experience offering a wide range
of solutions to meet our customers’ needs.

Safetykleen International operates in 11 European countries, in addition to Brazil, China,

and Turkey. We have over 2,500 employees, and we provide parts cleaning solutions,
and environmental support services to a wide range of customers in different industries.
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